“Children are to hear once more
the hands by The little feet along
which we take
the floor.

hold of heaven.”

-- Louis Stevenson (1850-1894)
Mothers hear what children

-- Henry Ward Beecher

It sometimes

happens, even in

parents may
forget that
youngsters

need time to

You rock a sobbing child
without
wondering if
today's world is passing
you by, because you know
you hold tomorrow tightly
in your arms.

-- Lauren Bacal

When you're drawing up your
first list of life's miracles, you
might place near the top the
first moment your baby smiles
at you.

-- Neal A. Maxwell

No one has yet
fully realized the

the best of

wealth of

baby is born.

kindness, and

families, that a

can fly.

Imagination is the highest kite that one

-- Debby Boone

world has become more wonderful just because you are
here.

You are loved just as you are right this very moment. The

-- Terence

cannot say
-- Unknown

-- Bob Greene

acquire skills
and to succeed,

This is not
necessarily

cause for alarm.

The important

thing is to keep
your wits about
you and borrow
some money.
~Elinor Goulding
Smith
You Make Every Day Special
Just By Being You!
-- Fred Rogers (Mister Rogers)

sympathy,

generosity hidden

in the soul of a
child. Every effort
should be to unlock
that treasure.
-- Emma Goldman

-- Maria Montessori

unforgotten times,
And you may chance

gentleness than by fear.

Laughter is Music to a Mother's Heart

-- Unknown

For love of

of respect and

-- Carrie Snow

breath away

their
children to

Never help a child with a task at
which she feels she can succeed.

rhymes

fixed with a nap.

that take our

the moments

your children to
you by a feeling

eagerness for

No day is so bad it can't be

mother, read my

-- Unknown

we breathe, but

It is better to bind

In their

-- Robin Ricks

You too, my

the moments

If you want the truth, ask a child.

Life is not about

It would seem that

Life is like a

poverty, disorder and

diaper. You put

something which means

violence every single day

should be avoided

entirely, but the desire to

something in it and
you get something

out of it. And

beget children is a
natural urge.

sometimes what
you get out of it
can be stinky.

-- Phyllis Diller

-- Unknown

